The thought force a manifestation of universal consciousness, has been shown to be carried by thought-carrying particle in the inherent presence of thought retaining particle in a previous communication (Pal et al., 2004) . The thought force (T F ) is the origin of all the existing fields. While TCP is the origin of all the field particles (bosons), TRP is the origin of all the matter particles (fermions). TCP cannot exist without TRP and vice versa. Both TCP and TRP are interchangeable at supersymmetry having the same energy level. In 'supersymmetry', these TCP and TRP are inter-convertible to carry and retain a specific "thought" and also for its communication from one person to another. The human nervous system is evolved to provide an appropriate material structure to individualize consciousness, a characteristic of reality, pervading all manifestations. TCP and TRP are assumed here to be the ultimate constituents of matter as well as mind, an infinitesimal part of the universal mind (UM). These conceptual TCP/TRP can address many present day scientific enigmas some of which are detailed below.
Introduction
Very exciting work on microtubules and consciousness has been presented by Hameroff and Penrose (1996) which brings together fundamental physics and biology. The Hameroff-Penrose conjecture is that there is gravitationally induced quantum coherence in arrays of microtubules at the onset of consciousness. They use the time-energy uncertainty relation with a time scale ("preconscious to conscious transition time", 500 milliseconds) derived from psychological experiments to calculate and infer that assemblies of about ten thousand neurons acting in quantum concert could mediate consciousness. Another important time scale in this work is the nanosecond time scale associated with protein conformation changes studied by Herbert Fröhlich in his prediction that cooperative quantum effects in and amongst cells would give rise to coherent oscillations in the 10 9 -10 11 Hz frequency range. This constitutes a large scale quantum biological phenomenon analogous to superconductivity. It is to be noted that the frequency of TCP is 7.466x10 10 Hz.
Several researchers have suggested that quantum mechanics is biologically relevant (Fröhlich, 1983) . Collective vibrant modes (coherent phonons) in biological membranes can create conditions similar to a Bose-Einstein condensate leading to ordered cooperative behaviour in which the vibrant energy is concentrated into the lowest mode. This condensate is composed of TCP and TRP and these are the building blocks of mental life.
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Significance of TCP/TRP in quantum measurement
The philosophical foundation of quantum mechanics is based on the duality concept of complementary notions (Dutta, 1995) , particles and waves, discrete and continuous, localized and non-localized characteristics of quantum behaviour expressed through the equations for energy and momentum as E=h.v and p=h.λ -1 , respectively. These equations fundamentally signify the qualitative aspect of quantum mechanics, because the quantitative aspect, involving the quantum measurement problem, is governed by the uncertainty relations that restrict the simultaneous accurate determination of position and momentum, energy and time etc. The uncertainty or imprecision in the measured values is an inherent feature of the subatomic world. In our view, this subatomic world is controlled by the quantum mechanical activities of these TCP and TRP with which any 'matter' as well as the mind is also constituted. And the functional state of mind is the 'consciousness' which, in turn, plays the most prominent role in the quantum measurement. Thus the quantum measurement involving the role of consciousness is governed by the quantum mechanical activities of these TCP/ TRP. Consciousness ( ∈ Τ ) involves the activity of TCP/TRP to which Heisenberg's uncertainty principle is equally applicable. Consciousness (being created and maintained by TCP/TRP) will have to play its own role in quantum measurements; and they are thus liable to be governed by the uncertainty relations. The term "observation" is nothing but the utilization and involvement of the 'consciousness' itself.
In his 'Mind and Matter/What is the Life?' (Schrödinger, 1958 ; p125) Schrödinger expressed: "We cannot make any factual statement about a given natural object (or physical system) without 'getting in touch' with it. This 'touch' is a real physical interaction. Even if it consists only in our 'looking at the object' the latter must be hit by light-rays and reflect them into the eye, or into some instrument of observation. This means that the object is affected by our observation. You cannot obtain any knowledge about an object while leaving it strictly isolated. The theory goes on to assert that this disturbance is neither irrelevant nor completely survey-able. Thus after any number of painstaking observations the object is left in a state of which some features (the last observed) are known, but others (those interfered with by the last observation) are not known, or not accurately known. This state of affair is offered as an explanation why no complete, gap-less description of any physical object is ever possible".
As argued by many authors, "observation" itself plays a very important role in quantum measurements due to its interdependence with phenomena. The very act of "observation" distorts the state under 'observation' through the projection of TCP. The expected consequence is the "apparent" non-determinism in quantum measurements. The concept of "observation-phenomenon interdependence" is entirely governed by the quantum mechanical activities of this TCP/TRP. These TCP/TRP not only obey the uncertainty principle but also involve two different velocities (viz. V, the mechanical motion of the TCP and u, the propagation of the associated wave when they are related by u=c 2 /V) present at a time. Although, for the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that these TCP/TRP behave, in general, like photons or bio-photons, yet they may be mathematically allotted a mass (m T ) equivalent to 5.5x10 -37 g or 3.09x10 -13 GeV. The validity of Heisenberg's uncertainty principle concerning the apparent duality of "certainty" and "uncertainty" will always prevail in this space-time continuum so long there is the question of 'physical observation' through the activity of TCP/TRP in the presence of 'consciousness'. Thus Heisenberg's uncertainty principle is a fundamental inescapable property of this physical universe. The nature normally does not permit us to surpass this apparent duality in the network of "space-time-causation" by the way of 'physical observation'. Quantum physics has given hopes of unveiling the mysteries concerning the laws of consciousness. It has accomplished the very important task of explaining the photon activity in the central nervous system, which begins from receiving the information signals. The chemical forces, which control the interaction of atoms and molecules inside the microtubles of the brain during the intermediate stages of processing consciousness, and transfer signals from one neuron to another across the synaptic clefts, are indeed quantum mechanical activities of these TCP/TRP of the mind.
What is the science behind the recognition of an observable object in the field of cognitive science? TCP/TRP may play significant role in the field of cognitive neuroscience The explanation which the present science gives in regard to the 'process of seeing' only explains the formation of a picture on the retina of the physical eye through the activity of brain, but gives no explanation whatever how these pictures come to the 'consciousness'. It is known that nearly 40 areas of the brain are ultimately involved with the overall function of visual perception. And vision is only one component of awareness. There are others like sounds, aroma, emotions etc. They are all occurring at the same moment. Structurally, a full grown human brain is a highly efficient electromagnetic system of a mass of nervous tissues consisting of more than 10 billion cells weighing up to 2% of the body's weight, but consuming more than 25% of the system's total energy bill. The brain caps this excess De and Pal. Consciousness model: thought-retaining energy mainly for structuring consciousness. The foremost role of the brain is to receive external information through various channels, to differentiate them bit by bit and spread them throughout the brain in waves of electrical pulsation for symbolization. The symbolized information is maintained for future recognition of any object through the integration into consciousness. It is here that judgment plays a role, comparing present information with past experience, the data of which is kept coded in the memory shelves. Judgment, which is an important component of consciousness, regulates activity to make necessary adjustments with the surroundings for survival. The mind of animate must create the wave towards any sensation in order to perceive it. In every phenomenon in nature we contribute at least half share and the nature brings half (Vivekananda, 1989) . If our half share is taken off, the thing must stop to exist for us. Nobody knows what is external; when we try to know it, it has to become that material which we furnish by projecting the mind (consisting of TCP and TRP) in the presence of 'consciousness'. The reflections formed in the physical eye (through stimuli) only serve to call the attention of the 'conscious' mind to the objects of its perception. Perception is a faculty by which mind learns to know what is going on within itself. To see a thing is to perceive the existence of its appearance within one's own mind. To see a thing is identical with touching it with the mind. The individual mind of a man being one with the Universal mind, extends through space; and the things themselves that exist within the periphery of our mind can be perceived through the 'consciousness', the apparent center of which is thought to be located in the brain. If the mind touches an object through the activity of TCP/TRP, the impressions have to travel all the way to the brain. What we know of the external is as it is moulded, formed, fashioned by our own mind, which, in turn, exerts its actions through the brain. There is 'something' which is outside, which is only the occasion, the suggestion; and upon that 'suggestion' I project the TCP of my mind with the help of 'consciousness'; and it takes the form that I see. And the TCP derived from the object is converted into TRP for forming an impression so that I can retain that image with the help of TRP within my mind for future 'recognition' when I would come across the same 'thing'. This is possible through the power of the Soul (≅Void which is the source of infinite energy). The so called 'mind reading' is possible through the projection of TCP in the presence of consciousness.
How do we all see the same things? Because we all have similar parts (i.e. TCP and TRP) of the Universal Mind. Those who have like minds will see like things, and those who have not, will not see alike. I will never know that external 'something' in the absence of the function of my mind (≅consciousness) through which the soul (≅Void), the master ruler of the living body, exerts its functions. Thus both the external something and the internal Soul are always remaining unknown and unknowable throughout. Their presence can be visualized only in the presence of the function of the mind generating 'consciousness'. So, there is always a bridge between the internal world and the external world through the vehicle of "thought particles" (TCP/TRP) projected by the mind in the presence of "consciousness".
The reigning tenet of quantum mechanics is the uncertainty principle. A consequence of the uncertainty principle is that the presence of an observer or experimenter determines the outcome of the observation or experiment. Simply stated, this means there is no objective reality; you 'create' what you see through the quantum De mechanical activities of these TCP and TRP which are assumed here to be the active constituents of mind as well as any matter. How could an object's existence depend upon the act of observation? This is due to the fact that an object's existence as well as the act of observation through the prevailing 'consciousness' is totally dependent on the existence of the quantum mechanical activities of these TCP and TRP which are the ultimate constituents of any matter as well as the mind. Mashour (2004 ) expressed, "Salam (1990 indicated that all chemical binding is electromagnetic in origin, and so are all phenomena of nerve impulses". We reason that if perceptual fields are "phenomena of nerve impulses," as would seem altogether plausible, then it would seem to follow that perceptual fields are "electromagnetic in origin." Importing quantum field theory involving the quantum mechanical activities of TCP/TRP into mind/brain identity theory, we ask whether we might profitably identify perceptual fields with photon fields, given that both sorts of field are vector fields which coincidentally and continually co-vary (Mashour, 2004) .
There have been various solutions proposed for the binding problem which can be summarized as binding by convergence, binding by assembly, and binding by synchrony (Singer, 1994; Singer, 1996) . The most developed of these theories-binding by synchrony-introduces complexities of time and consciousness that appear paradoxical.
In our view, the brain is only a fine "instrument" through which the mind exerts its functions with the help of TCP/TRP. The "binding problem" associated with the concepts of coherence can also be tackled through the quantum mechanical activities of these TCP/TRP. A single unified experience of an object having different features is, in our view, caused by the Soul ( ≅ Void), the master ruler of the body. And this Soul, with the help of consciousness, exerts its functions through the finer instrument called "mind". Being guided by the Soul, the mind can, with the help of TCP/TRP, correlate and assemble all the different stimuli (relating to the different features of an object) into a unified experience of a single thing through the utilization of the instrumental brain. The modern scientists are not at all ready, at least theoretically, to accept the concept of the Soul (≅Void) as they do not have even today any knowledge relating to the physics as well as chemistry of this Soul. Yet the "science of observation" in the field of "cognitive neuroscience" can be explained through the existence of the Soul and mind in the inherent presence of consciousness. In 'supersymmetry', these TCP and TRP are inter-convertible to carry and retain a specific "thought" and also for its communication from one person to another.
John Jeffreys and Roger Traub (1996) have discovered a unique method of communication between brain cells in which messages are passed via crossed lines. They observed high frequency brain waves which could not depend on conventional interactions between neurons. This observation also signifies the existence of the activities of TCP/TRP as 'biophotons. It is now possible by the modern technique to image brain activity associated with a range of mental tasks including the "thought process". Specific thoughts and brain processes have been associated with specific activity in localized regions of the brain. In order to prove the "Words and Rules" of Steven Pinker (1999) , it has been observed that images obtained through the fMRI technique showed regular and irregular verbs got computed at different parts of the brain during the 'thought process'. This 'thought process', in our proposition, is conducted by the TCP and retained by the TRP as they are assumed to De and Pal. Consciousness model: thought-retaining states. Thoughts pass with a similar velocity of light through space and are intercepted by a receptive mind.
Conclusion
In his 'Mind and Matter' (Schrödinger, 1958; p127) Erwin Schrödinger expressed, "It is the same elements that go to compose my mind and the world. This situation is the same for every mind and its world; in spite of the unfathomable abundance of 'cross-references' between them. The world is given to me only once, not one existing and
Editorial Note About "Biophotons"
"Biophotons" is a term used by some to denote those photons that are emitted by biological probes as part of the general weak electromagnetic radiation of living biological cells. The common term in science for this phenomenon is ultra-weak bioluminescence. Postulate of bio-photonic information appears to many scientists to be pure speculation, and it provokes sometimes contempt rather than carefully considered objections. The mystery of the sporadic arising of cell divisions was the starting point for Alexander G. Gurwitsch to carry out his famous "mitogenetic radiation" experiments in 1923. The search for evidence of the 'informational character' of ultra-weak photon emission from biological systems was stimulated by FA Popp in the 1970s. He introduced the term 'bio-photons' in 1976. Like 'bioluminescence' which specifies luminescence of biological systems, bio-photons refer to the biological system as a whole.
Those adhering to scientific methods and discussions try to explain ultra-weak bioluminescence as follows. Concerning the normal and openly visible bioluminescence, many bacteria and other cells produce light by particular proteins (luciferase). However, due to the extremely small number of photons in ultra-weak bioluminescence (the numbers given above correspond to roughly a single photon per cell per month, assuming a typical cell diameter of 10 micrometers), the predominant theory has been that these photons are a random by-product of cellular metabolism.
Normal cell metabolism occurs in a chain of steps, with each step involving a small energy exchange. Due to a certain degree of randomness according to the laws of thermodynamics, it must then be expected that, very rarely, some irregular steps can occur. As a result of an accidental physicochemical energy imbalance, a photon could occasionally be emitted.
In the absence of definite knowledge about the mechanisms that produce these photons, some of the outsider group around F A Popp in Neuss/Germany, who call them "biophotons", have speculated that they may be involved in various cell functions such as mitosis, or even that they may be produced and detected by the DNA in the cell nucleus.
Some of this group has further speculated that these emissions may be part of a system of cell-to-cell communication, which may be of greater complexity than the modes of cell communication already known, such as chemical signaling. These ideas include the concept that they may be important for the development of larger structures, such as organs. There is currently no scientifically accepted evidence for such claims.
At present there is no adequately tested theory for the production of these extra photons, and the final answer may require new experimental methods. 117 one perceived. Subject and object are only one. The barrier between them cannot be said to have broken down as a result of recent experience in the physical sciences, for this barrier does not exist".
The evolution of 'life' having mind and consciousness is, in our view, possible purely due to the ultimate fate of the eternal Absolute (≅Void) to express itself through the UM. The natural physical laws governed by the eternal 'Void' (Absolute) cause the evolution of life with 'consciousness' through the generation of DNA and RNA by the quantum mechanical activities of these TCP and TRP which are conceived to be not only the active constituents of the UM but also the ultimate constituents of anything in this universe.
